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UAF International Program 
& Initiatives advisor, Erica Keiko 
Iseri, 39, passed away on Sept. 4, 
2016 near her house in Fairbanks.

During her 7 years as an exchange 

School is back in session, but 
the education provided at The 
Pub on Saturday Sept. 10 was 
anything but ordinary. BurlyQ 
101, a scholastic-themed evening 
o f  burl e sque  per for mances , 
titillated the crowd with fan dances, 
bawdy humor, leather and lace.

The production—a combined 
effort of  Fairbanks-based Naked 
Stage Productions and Anchorage’s 
VivaVoom Brr-Lesque—sought to 
both inspire and educate, as well 
as excite. Hosted by VivaVoom 
f o u n d i n g  m e m b e r  K a m a l a 
Stineraka. Lola Pistola the various 
dances were accompanied by 
lewd skits, comedic interludes and 
a little bit of  burlesque history.

Rachel Blackwell, who performs 
under the stage name Delilah Danger, 
is a founding member of  Naked Stage 
Productions. She organized the event 

Alcohol policy was one of  the many 
topics of  discussion at the meeting 
of  the Board of  Regents’ Academic 
and Student Affairs Committee on 
Sept. 8, 2016. Dan White, UA vice 
president of  Academic Affairs and 
Research, proposed a discussion on 
the possible banning of  alcohol on 
Alaska campuses. No motion was 
passed following the discussion.

“This came up in a recent board 
meeting in Anchorage, during 
the public testimony,” White said. 
“The question as I recall ... is, ‘If  
we have a problem with guns and 
alcohol in the dorms then why do 
we have alcohol in the dorms?’”

That question, according to 
White, led to a broader discussion on 
alcohol and its place on campuses. 
White said alcohol is a problem that 
many campuses have faced, and some 
have chosen to ban it as a solution.

“There is no policy change on 
the table, but a discussion around 
the potential for a policy, that might 
state something like ‘there is no 
alcohol in the dorms’ or ‘alcohol is 
banned in the dorms,’” White said.

This prompted further discussion 
from the board. Vice Chancellor 
for Student Affairs Bruce Schultz, 
who has 25 years experience in 
his role at UAA, disagreed with 
the proposed change in policy.

“People often ask me what 
keeps me awake at night. There 
are many, many, things that keep 
me awake at night, in particular 
the safety and the welfare of  our 
students,” Schultz said. “Alcohol use 
among our students is not one of  
those things that keeps me awake.”

The students face more challenges 
in terms of  the mental health 
and emotional development, and 
UAA has very conservative rules 
when it come to alcohol abuse 
on campus, according to Schultz.

“Our [UAA] policies balance 
the rights of  individuals who 
are of  age, with the need for a 
responsible, quality, living, learning 
env i ronment ,”  Schul tz  sa id .

UAA has limits on amounts of  
alcohol that can be possessed and 
consumed by one of  age adult in a 
dorm room. Policies like these are very 
responsible and reasonable and should 
not be changed, according to Schultz.

Vice Chancellor of  Enrollment 
Management and Student Affairs 
at UAS, Joe Nelson, believes that a 
policy change of  this nature would 
be encroaching on the personal 
freedoms of  adult US citizens.

“That could definitely hurt 
our enrollment from 29 and 30 
year olds, you know they’re just 
like any other working adult, they 
chose to have a glass of  wine, at 
their choice, at their dinner table,” 
Nelson said. “The fundamental right 
of  privacy, that’s the same privacy 
right that we’re talking about here.”

“I would echo Bruce and 
Joe’s analysis, and philosophical 
approach, very similar across all 
three campuses.” Mike Sfraga, 
vice chancellor of  University and 
Student Advancement for UAF, said.

Students expressed dissatisfaction 
wi th  mandatory  Haven and 
AlcoholEdu trainings on Sept. 6, 
when Dean of  Students Laura 
McCollough attended professor 
Terrence Cole’s History 100 class to 
answer questions about the program.

According to McCullough, UAF 
faculty can not review student survey 
information outside of  student ID 
numbers and completion status. 
However, a review of  the privacy 
policy of  EverFi, the company which 
provides the Haven and AlcoholEdu 
programs for UAF, shows that 
they provide no such guarantee.

EverFi “.. .  may share the 
information we collect about you 
with the Authorized Entity [UAF] or 
its representatives. Such information 
may include ... email address; user 
ID/identifying tag or username 
(if  applicable); [and] additional 
aggregated data the Authorized 
Entity or its representative requests,” 
according to the company’s privacy 
policy. These sections of  the policy 
appear to contradict information 
provided in the company’s FAQ.

These terms also note that 
information collected from students 
may be shared with “independent 
contractors, vendors and suppliers” 
that assist in developing and hosting 
the training courses, as well as 
“affiliated companies” that are not 
defined. EverFi’s terms of  use further 
stipulate that users may not hold the 
company or its affiliates liable for any 
“use or misuse” of  submitted data.

All  new students,  s tudent 
advancement participants and 
student employees are to complete 
Haven AlcoholEdu by Oct. 31. 
This requirement was mandated on 
May 10, 2015, by Ronnie Houchin 
of  the Admissions Office, Director 
of  the Office of  Diversity and 
Equal Opportunity Mae Marsh 
and Cody Rodgers,  associate 
director of  the Wood Center.

In an attempt to gauge the 
success of  AlcoholEdu in 2015, UAF 
offered students who completed the 
program a possible reward. However, 
participation only amounted to 
4 percent of  the student body, 
which was “an insufficient figure 
to understand student alcohol 
behavior” according to McCollough.

The current policy stipulates that 
students who fail to complete the two-
part course within the allotted time 
face a $150 fine per segment, for $300 
in total possible fines per student.’

advisor, Iseri aided numerous 
international and UAF students 
in their study abroad experience.

I s e r i ’ s  h o b b i e s  a n d 
accomplishments included mushing 
dogs, art, do-it-yourself  home 
remodeling, music, traveling and 
writing. In 2008, she won the 

at The Pub, as well as the preceding 
performance at the Blue Loon on the 
evening of  Friday, Sept. 8th. Blackwell 
has been performing burlesque in 
Fairbanks for roughly seven years, as 
well as having performed occasionally 
with VivaVoom in Anchorage.

VivaVoom was already interested 
in  per for ming in  Fairbanks, 
according to Blackwell, and she 
has performed at both the Blue 
Loon and The Pub previously.

Naked Stage was already planning 
a Fall show and Blackwell thought it 
would be best to fold the VivaVoom 
performers into the same night. The 
experience levels ranged from from 
novices to well seasoned performers. 
Sarah Brazo, who goes by Ginger 
Snatch, has performed alongside 
Blackwell in almost every Fairbanks 
show, while Jennifer Bodily aka 
Pousse Kat, made her stage debut 
at the Blue Loon on Friday night.

Pushcart prize for non-fiction writing.
In 1997, Iseri earned a bachelor’s 

degree in English and then, in 2000, a 
Master of  Fine Arts in creative writing. 
Both degrees were earned at UAF. 
She later joined the International 
Programs & Initiatives team in 2009, 
where she worked until her death.

Bobbye Pin-Up performs her second dance of the night. In Homer, she performs with Tails & 
Tassels Burlesque, a troupe of five other Kenai women, who put on performances, classes and 
workshops throughout the year. Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star
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The public safety report is compiled from police blotter information and interviews with UAF police officers. Individuals 
named as arrested and / or charged with crimes in this report are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

Suspicious Circumstances

8/27/2016 3:29 a.m. - UAFPD 
responded to a report of  people 
skateboarding on top of  the SRC. The 
individuals apologized to the officer.

9/5/2016 10:08 a.m. - A vehicle 
rolled down the hill in the West Ridge 
parking lot. UAFPD contacted the 
owner and impounded the vehicle.

Present: Benjamin Agimuk, Ivik 
Henry, Cordero Reid.

Not Present: Diane Murph, Ryan 
Cain, Joseph Degraft-Amanfu.

There was no formal meeting 
this week as only three senators 
were present, with four required 
for quorum. Two potential senators 
were present as well, but could not 
be sworn in.The informal meeting 
that followed honored recently 
passed Study Abroad Advisor 
and National Student Exchange 
Coordinator Erica Keiko Iseri.

Drugs

9/2/2016 4:04 p.m. - Residence Life 
reported that marijuana was found in 
Moore Hall. UAFPD responded and 
confiscated the marijuana. Residence 
Life dealt with the offending student.

Sexual Assualt

9/3/2016 3:38 a.m. - Bartlett’s 
Resident Director reported a possible 
sexual assault in the dorm. UAFPD 
responded and interviewed the 

President of  the Japan-Alaska 
club, Shawn Almario came to the 
meeting to express his grief  on 
behalf  of  himself  and the club.

“To speak personally, she’s allowed 
dreams to come true by letting 
people go abroad. We’ve [folded] 
1000 [paper] cranes for Erica in her 
memory and through networking 
we’ve received requests for people to 
send cranes from around the world 
because she basically had that sort 
of  influence,” Almario said. “They 
say the UAF motto is ‘Naturally 
Inspiring.’ I truly believe Erica is 
someone who lived up to that motto.”

In response to  Almario’s 
sentiments, those in attendance 
rose in solidarity and shared a 

victim and the suspect. The victim 
was taken to Fairbanks Memorial 
Hospital. No further threat to 
the campus was deter mined.

Domestic Violence

9/5/2016 1:41 a.m. - UAF 
dispatch center received a 911 call 
and immediate hang-up. UAFPD 
responded to the call location 
with the assistance of  Res Life’s 
Res ident  Ass i s tant s.  UAFPD 
contacted an individual who was 
found to have made the call. The 

moment of  silence for Erica.
Later, President Colby Freel spoke 

about the budget cuts facing UAF’s 
athletic program and the previous 
discussions regarding the cuts. Freel 
believes that while there is plenty 
of  discussion about the pros and 
cons of  the athletic program to the 
Fairbanks community there is a lack 
of  discussion about the students who 
are currently enrolled in the athletics 
department. Students who rely on 
sports scholarships would be adversely 
affected by the proposed cuts.

Freel also introduced a new 
strategic plan for ASUAF that 
outlines new goals and development 
plans, and addresses past challenges 
student government has faced.

investigation led to Assault IV 
domestic violence charges being 
forwarded to the District Attorney.

Stalking

9/7/2016 5:51 p.m. - UAFPD 
received a report that a man 
was following people after they 
moved to create space for him 
in the Wood Center. The Dean 
of  Students Laura McCollough 
contacted the man and trespassed 
him from the Wood Center until his 
scheduled meeting with the dean.

“It’ll be a framework to guide 
what initiatives we take on and how 
we make decisions. Not so much a 
playbook but a guidebook,” Freel said.

ASUAF will begin live streaming 
their meetings on YouTube in an 
effort to broaden the involvement 
of  students who cannot physically 
make it to the meetings. This will 
allow rural students to express 
their thoughts and concerns and 
to participate in the meetings 
where previously it was much more 
difficult to achieve. Newly elected 
Government Relations Director Matt 
Mertes heads the project and believes 
live streaming services will be up and 
running by the next ASUAF meeting.

The Sun Star welcomes 
commentary from our readers! 
Please include the author’s full 
name and contact information 
(phone, e-mail or address), as 
well as a preferred title for your 
piece. E-mail your letters to 
editor@uafsunstar.com. Letters must 
be received by 5 p.m. Friday 
in order to be run in the next 
issue.  All letters are subject to 
editing for brevity and grammar.
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has amended this year's volume 
number to reflect the continuing 
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These fees will fund additional 
s e x u a l  a s s a u l t  p r e ve n t i o n , 
by s t ander  in t e rven t ion  and 
a l c o h o l  e d u c a t i o n  t r a i n i n g 
programs, according to Houchin.

“The program, deadline and 
fine were determined with the best 
interest of  the student body’s health 
and safety in mind,” Houchin said. 
“We implemented AlcoholEdu due 
to both the national and Alaska 
state statistics on alcoholism, sexual 
violence resulting from alcohol and 
higher drinking rates on Halloween.”

Students from Cole’s class were 
not satisfied with the decision to 
require and penalize students for not 
participating in AlcoholEdu in a timely 
fashion. Students inquired about a 
variety of  topics including survey 
honesty, the transparency of  allocation 
of  collected student fines and privacy.

Journalism may be wildly different 
from decades past, but is nevertheless 
vitally important to the sharing of  
information and data. These are the 
views of  2016-17 Snedden Chair, 
Adam Tanner, who has traveled the 
world only to briefly settle at UAF.

Tanner worked for five years 
as a reporter in Moscow, served for 
another five years as the San Fransisco 
Bureau Chief  for Reuters and worked 
for three years as the Balkans Bureau 
Chief  in Belgrade, Serbia until 2011. 
He then relocated to the Boston area.

Tanner joins us after recently 
completing a fellowship for the 
Harvard Univer s i ty  Inst i tute 
for Quantitative Social Science.

This fall Tanner is teaching 
JRN 421, titled “Perspectives in 
Journalism”, from 1 - 2 p.m. on 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

“This course looks at many 
different things including this 
fal l  campaign,” Tanner said. 
“We have a pretty interesting 
situation where the media has 
played a very important role.”

The course will also explore 
issues such as journalistic ethics 
and the evolution of  the media.

In the spring Tanner plans to 
teach a course titled “The Globalized 
North,” which will look at how the 
world has influenced Alaska, and 
what lessons the state can learn from 
the rest of  the world, Tanner said.

Tanner’s time so far in Alaska 
has provided insight into interesting 
foreign t ies  he has noticed.

“A few weeks back the taxi driver 
that picked me up was a guy from 
Somalia,” Tanner said. “I went to 
The Crepery downtown and the guy 
that served me was from Albania and 

On Wednesday night, Sept. 
7, visiting scientists Christina 
Cheng and Art Devries gave a 
lecture on how polar fishes avoid 
freezing in their icy environments.

Devries opened with an anecdote 
about how other organisms survive 
in the cold. One example is the 
Weddell Seal, which births in October 
at 30 degrees below Celsius. At this 
temperature, the seal’s amniotic fluid 
immediately freezes and sheds off  
the pup’s fur. If  the temperature is 
too warm then the fluid won’t freeze 
and the pup won’t dry off. For these 
animals it’s better to be born at 30 
degrees below C. than zero degrees C.

The ocean water around in 
Antarctica varies between 2 degrees 
below C. and 2 degrees C. which 
can be colder than the freezing point 
of  water. The reason this is possible 
is because the dissolved salt in ocean 
water makes freezing more difficult.

The fish that l ive in this 
e nv i ro n m e n t  s u r v i ve  wh i l e 
other organisms would freeze 
solid. How this is possible, is the 
question of  Devries’ research.

“As Alaskans and Fairbanksans, 
we are very used to ourselves and 
the animals here that get ready 
for the winter,” UAF’s Dean of  
the Graduate School, Michael 
Castellini said. “These fish are in 
winter all they time, they never get 
away from the freezing problem.”

The majority of  fish in the antarctic 
waters are under the classification of  
Family Nototheniidae. They make 
up 91.6 percent of  individuals and 
76.6 percent of  the species diversity. 
Sometimes called “Antarctic Cods,” 
these fish do not freeze because 
they have antifreeze in their blood.

However, as the lecture’s title states 
“Not your Chevy’s Antifreeze: How 
Polar Fishes Avoid Freezing,” this 
antifreeze is different. It is a protein 
that the fish produces to stop freezing 
by absorbing ice crystals as they form.

“Their website doesn’t even 
clarify what an ‘authorized’ party 
is. And because it’s so vague it’s 
subject to possible legal inquiries 
or advertising research,” Cole said.

“I was completely unaware 
of  this,” McCollough said, upon 
rev i ew ing  EverF i ’s  webs i t e.

In addit ion to anonymity 
concerns, students at the panel 
pointed out  the f laws wi th 
AlcoholEdu’s methods on collecting 
accurate data. In order to address 
student commentary, McCollough 
drafted a summary of  the panel’s 
questions to address existing concerns.

“I will look into the terms 
of  privacy and student rights in 
relation to EverFi, and get back to 
you on that,” McCollough said.

Inquiries were made regarding 
EverFi’s privacy policy and details 
of  their contract with UAF. No 
response was received by press time.

I was in a Mexican restaurant the 
other day and the woman who was 
working there was from Serbia. She 
was quite surprised that one of  the 
patrons there could speak Serbian.”

Having worked in such places as 
Berlin, Moscow, Washington D.C, 
the Balkans, San Francisco, Boston 
and now Alaska, Tanner finds our 
shrinking world to be fascinating.

“The impact of  globalization, 
the trade between different countries, 
this incredible exchange of  people 
and things that has intensified in 
recent decades, is really changing the 
face of  Alaska and all sorts of  other 
parts of  the world,” Tanner said.

The spring semester course 
will focus primarily on these 
subjects,  looking at dif ferent 
aspects of  Alaska’s economy and 
society and its global connections.

Ta n n e r  r e c e i v e d  h i s 
undergraduate degree in history and 
his master’s degree in international 
affairs. Both, he said, contributed 
greatly to his career as a journalist.

“I think the more you know about 
the world the more effective you 
can be as a journalist,” Tanner said.

Tanner’s biggest piece of  advice to 
young journalists is to be well prepared 
and familiar with a myriad of  topics.

“The way that journalism will be 
delivered will continue to change,” 
Tanner said. “It used to be in a 
newspaper or the television. Now 
it will be ever changing over time 
whether it’s the internet or a magic 
orb that appears on the desk that 
broadcasts the news in some form. 
But the raw job of  a journalist, 
someone to go and find out what’s 
going on and to interpret it and make 
it comprehensible to other people, 
that job will always be important.”

These fish are not the only ones 
that Cheng and Devries studied. They 
also looked into a variety of  other fish, 
some who used less of  the antifreeze 
protein or none at all. These other 
fish used different methods of  
surviving the biting cold, such as the 
Antarctic Dragon Fish which has 
skin that prevents the spread of  ice.

“This range of  solutions to the 
same problem is very typical of  
a biological solution,” Castellini 
said. “Different animals solve 
the problem in different ways.”

A common question that Cheng 
and Devries get is whether this 
protein can aid with cryopreservation 
of  people. While this doesn’t seem 
feasible, the protein can be useful 
for the preservation of  things like 
ice cream, according to Cheng.

“The story hasn’t finished yet,” 
Cheng said during the conclusion of  
the presentation. She listed many of  
the things about these polar fishes that 
are still not understood. While the fish 
itself  might have mechanisms to avoid 
freezing, all of  its systems also need 
to be able to operate at such extreme 
temperatures. That’s something 
that is still not fully understood.

Cheng and Devries presented for 
UAF’s annual Laurence Irving and 
Per Scholander Memorial Lecture. 
Every year since 1981 the IAB and the 
Institute of  Marine Science sponsor 
the Irving-Scholander Lecture to 
honor Irving and Scholander for their 
contributions to biological knowledge.

Cheng and Devries declined 
to  accept  the ir  honorar ium 
instead the money was given to 
two graduate students whose 
research demonstrated the spirit of  
Irving and Scholander’s research.

The first award from the Institute 
of  Arctic Biology went to Don 
Larson who studies the freezing and 
thawing cycles of  Alaskans Wood 
Frogs. The second award from 
the Institute of  Marine Biology 
went to Casey Clark who studies 
the changes in walrus populations.

Christina Cheng (behind the podium) and Art Devries (sitting in front of the podium) 
answer questions after their lecture on Sept. 6 in the Murie Auditorium. Their lecture, 
titled, “Not Your Chevy’s Antifreeze: How Polar Fishes Avoid Freezing,” was about Antarctic 
fishes and how they survive their frigid environment. Josh Hartman / Staff Writer 

Veteran journalist Adam Tanner will be the UAF Journalism Department’s Snedden Chair for the 
Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 semesters. Erin Granger / Sun Star

Required trainings
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in frigid arctic waters
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Booze and 
burlesque

The variety of  experience 
levels present in the BurlyQ 101 
show was important to Blackwell.

“That’s one of  my goals,” 
Blackwell said, “to build more 
interest, and to show the spectrum 
of  all the different sorts of  things 
you can do [in burlesque].”

The night opened with a skit from 
Gypsy Rose Lee’s “The G-String 
Murders,” a 1940’s crime-noir novel 
penned by one of  America’s most 
significant burlesque performers. The 
skit set the stage for the evening’s 
retro-inspired performances, including 
Ginger Snatch’s sultry striptease 
to Cab Calloway’s “Minnie the 
Moocher,” and Bobbye Pin-Up’s 
decidedly 1940-50’s costuming.

The other sk i t s  scat tered 
throughout  the  even t  were 
schoolhouse-themed, in keeping with 
the premise of  the night. Blackwell, 
Brazo, and Amber Shoemaker (Vanilla 
Vixen) portrayed rowdy school kids, 
kept (poorly) in line by Bodily, as the 
teacher. The lewd limericks recited 
by Blackwell and Shoemaker’s 
young boy characters riled up the 
audience and provided a humorous 
interlude while the other performers 
prepared for their next dances.

In between two early dances, MC 
Lola Pistola called out an audience 
member who was celebrating 
his birthday. Galen Jackson, a 
recent grad of  the Diesel/Heavy 
Equipment Certificate program, got 
invited last-minute to the show by 
some of  his friends. Jackson, who 
had never seen a burlesque show 
before, got invited to the stage to 
fish for some “booby prizes,” which 
were exactly what they sound like. 
Pistola buried several small prizes in 
her cleavage and asked Jackson to 
retrieve them using only his mouth.

“I usually hate that stuff, like 
the singing at Red Robin,” Jackson 
said. He didn’t know that anything 
special was going to be happening 
for him. “This was another level, 
but it was definitely a lot of  fun.”

The audience participation didn’t 
stop there. Later in the show, Vanilla 
Vixen (Amber Shoemaker), crooned 
a song titled “Teacher’s Pet” to the 
audience, and coyly invited crowd 
members to whip her with a leather 
cat o’ nine tails. The night ended with 
the Fairbanks-based Naked Stage 

performers presenting a group chair 
dance, a burlesque hallmark.

Blackwel l  hopes  that 
performing on campus, early 
in the semester, will garner 
interest in Naked Stage, and 
burlesque in Fairbanks in general.

“I love that all the acts are 
created from nothing- they’re all our 
ideas, and we make them come 
to life,” Blackwell said. “That’s 
exciting to me. And at least to 
me, [burlesque] promotes a lot 
of  body positivity… we have 
so many different types [of  
bodies], and everyone is 
welcome. If  you want to 
get up on stage and feel 
sexy, then you should 
do it! That’s how I 
come at it. When I 
perform... I always 
feel great, and it’s 
such a boost. It’s 
so fun. I can get 
up on stage, and be 
something different 
from my everyday life.”

Amber Shoemaker, who performs under the name Vanilla 
Vixen, put on an audience-participation act that included 
handing off a whip to various members of the crowd. 
Shoemaker joined Naked Stage Productions in 2011.
Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

Jessica Houston, of Anchorage’s VivaVoom Brr-lesque, performs under the stage name Bunnicu’la Blanc. Her fan dance wowed the 
crowd, propelled by a more rock-and-roll backing track than many of the other dances.
Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

Above:
Lola Pistola, the evening’s MC, is a founding member of Anchorage-based VivaVoom Brr-Lesque. While Pistola didn’t dance on Saturday night, she 
kept the momentum of the show moving, and sprinkled background information. Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star
Below:
(From L to R) Delilah Danger (Rachel Blackwell), Vanilla Vixen (Amber Shoemaker), Ginger Snatch (Sarah Brazo), and Pousse Kat (Jennifer Bodily) 
are all Fairbanks-based burlesque performers. Naked Stage Productions, run by Blackwell, produces several burlesque shows a year. Blackwell 
hopes that the inclusion of performers from outside Fairbanks in the BurlyQ 101 evening will pique the public’s interest in participating with the 
Naked Stage troupe. Ellamarie Quimby / Sun Star

Continued from pg. 1
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Gold triumphant at 
opening meet

Freshman Lukash Platil sprints to the finish line during the Nanook’s inaugural Blue and Gold meet Friday night. Platil finished the 5km race in second place, with a time 16:15.8, behind Junior 
Alexander Eckert. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Zayn Roohi
Multimedia Editor

West Valley junior Ti Donaldson finishes the 5km race ahead of Nanooks Jan Cech and Michael 
Fehrenbach. The race was open to the public and Donaldson was the first non-Nanook runner 
to cross the line. He finished with a time of 16:42.0. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Junior Grace Weller finishes the race in fourth place, with a time of 20:05.7. Weller was the 
third Blue athlete to cross the line, and helped the Blue team to win over Gold.
Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Junior Lyon Kopsack finishes the Moda health 5k in fourth place, with a time of 16:30.4. 
Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Senior Dorothy O’Donnell finishes first for the Nanooks women cross country in a time of 
19:20.20. O’Donnell placed 15th overall. Zayn Roohi / Multimedia EditorSenior Nicole Bathe finishes the race in second place, with a time of 19:38.4. 

Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

The Nanook Cross Country team 
ran their first Blue and Gold meet 
Friday night, with Gold taking first.

This is the first year the Nanooks 
didn’t open their season with the 
Alaska invitational, a meet where UAF 
generally competes against two other 
schools. Instead, they choose to host a 
Blue and Gold meet, wherein the UAF 
team competes against themselves.

Unlike Blue and Gold meets held 
by other UAF teams, Cross Country 
allowed the public to race with them.

Junior Alexander Eckert finished 
the 5k first for the men in a time 

of  15:57.2, followed by freshman 
Lukash Platil with a time of  16:15.8.

On the women’s side, senior 
Dorothy  O’Donnel l  f in i shed 
f ir s t  in a t ime of  19:20.2, 
followed by senior Nicole Bathe, 
who had a time of  19:38.4.

The first non-UAF athlete to 
cross was West Valley junior Ti 
Donaldson, who finished in sixth 
place overall with a time of  16:42.0, 
beating several of  the Nanooks.

Despite claiming three top 
five finishes on the women’s side 
and two on the men’s, the Blue 
team lost with a score of  56 points 
to the Gold team’s 54 points.
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This article is written for the 
benefit of  older members of  the UAF 
community, as my peers are already 
familiar with most of  it.

They don’t seem to like me very 
much at the diner down the hill from 
campus. I tend to go there for Sunday 
breakfast, prior to our newspaper’s 
weekly editorial and freelancer 
meetings, but unlike the rest of  the 
crowd I’m not particularly chatty 
or engaged. Instead I sit by myself, 
reviewing the week’s submissions, 
writing my editorial or catching up on 
day’s news and events.

Odds are I’m playing into no small 
number of  millennial stereotypes by 
sitting in the middle of  a busy diner, 
smartphone at the ready and typing 
away on my laptop. The waitstaff seems 
a bit chilled in response — though 
I smile and engage with them when 
they approach my booth, their service 
is prompt but curt, mirroring their 
perceived disinterest on my part.

Since time immemorial it has been 
the favorite pastime of  generations in 
power to malign the generations of  
their children. While I don’t believe the 
scrutiny we face is any more virulent 
than that directed at our predecessors, 
it’s certainly more visible - thinkpieces 
and clickbait abound, full of  hot takes 
decrying millennials for the death of  
everything from bar soap to the stock 
market to vacations.

Perhaps most frequently, we are 
frequently described by our parents 
(and occasionally by our anachronistic 
peers) as being “screen-obsessed 
narcissists.” This is an easy accusation 
to level — much as generation X 
was the first batch of  kids raised with 
cable television, millennials were the 
first raised in the information age. 
Our childhoods were spent in front 
of  computer screens and video game 
consoles. We were among the first 
to grow up with consistent access to 
interactive entertainment and the vast 
stores of  data on the internet. And, 
yes, we were regularly told that we’re 
unique, special snowflakes, as was the 
standard practice in education at the 
time.

Many of  our generation’s 
idiosyncrasies are explained by 
our upbringings or a glance at the 
economic realities we’ve faced in our 
adulthoods so far, but that doesn’t seem 
to stop the myriad fuming descriptions 
of  our media consumption habits or 
our unwillingness to “buy in” to societal 
norms.

As a result, we face a constant 
refrain of  irate assumptions. Are 
millennials skipping vacations because 
we fear replacement? No, we’re 
philosophically opposed to taking time 
off. Could we be taking more photos 
and videos of  ourselves because we 
all carry high-quality cameras with 
few capacity limitations? No, clearly 
we’re just narcissists. Maybe we’re 
starting families and buying homes later 
because the economic climate has been 
unfavorable to us since entering the 
workforce? No, we must be opposed to 
traditional family values. Maybe our 
tech fixation is based on the fact we 
use these ubiquitous squares of  glass 
and plastic to keep touch with distant 
friends and family, or to stay informed 
of  news and current events? No, we’re 
obviously mindless zombies.

So to the faculty, staff and anybody 
else who may not quite grok our 
behaviors, our habits or our device 
use, just keep in mind that we’re not 
being deliberately disrespectful – even 
though we should probably set aside 
our smartphones in class.

And to the diner waitstaff, well, I’ll 
try to pay my tab and get out of  your 
hair as promptly as ever.

Letters from 
the Editor:

An open letter regarding popcorn chicken

Spencer Tordoff
Editor-in-Chief

WordPress, 
Twitter and eggs 
over-easy

I hadn’t eaten all day and my 
thoughts were clouded by hunger 
for chicken.

I was also on an extremely tight 
schedule and only just barely had 
enough time to order a delicious 
serving of  popcorn chicken and 
was subsequently in a rush to get 
to work.

I had been waiting over 15 minutes 
and wrongly assumed this was 
enough time for Dine 49 to make 
an order of  popcorn chicken.

Having wrongly labeled you as 
a chicken thief, I was corrected after 
the fact by a friend who observed 

Dear Molly,

Last week, you ordered popcorn 
chicken. I also ordered popcorn 
chicken. I wrongly thought you 
were a popcorn chicken poacher 
when you went to collect the 
chicken. I took what was probably 
your chicken and dashed off to work 
and I’m really sorry. A bit of  an 
explanation:

I have never ever run into 
someone else named Molly 
before, let alone one who 
ordered the same meal at the 
same time.

the entire incident, including you 
rightfully purchasing your order. 
I offer these not as excuses – I 
obviously should have tried harder 
to figure out what was going on first 
– but as an explanation. You were 
probably thinking something like 
“wtf  why did this bitch just take my 
chicken and dash into the night?”

I messed up, and I hope you 
accept my sincere apology for this 
incident, one Molly to another. I 
also hope you didn’t have to wait 
too long for the second order of  
popcorn chicken.

Regards,
Molly Putman / Layout Editor

The Pita Place, previously 
located at West Ridge, will not 
be returning to campus this year.

Some people assume the new food 
service contractor Chartwells was the 
reason the Pita Place left campus, but 
they left on their own terms, according 
to contacted Pamm Zierfuss-
Hubbard, Dining Services director.

“Chartwells didn’t kick them 

out, and we didn’t kick them out 
either because we like having 
them here, but they decided not 
to return,” Zierfuss-Hubbard said.

In late May of  this year, the Pita 
Place informed Zierfuss-Hubbard 
by email that the arrangement was 
not a profitable experience and they 
would not be returning to campus.

Currently there is no one to 
take the empty spot on West Ridge, 
that the Pita Place occupied.

“I think the last quote for us 
for West Ridge Café, to renovate 
that space, was about $250,000,” 
Zierfuss-Hubbard said. “It’s going 
to cost way too much to renovate 
that space, to make it where 
you can actually use the grill.”

For Pita Place fans, the owners 
of  the business still have a Falafel 
s tand open Tuesday through 
Saturday on 3300 College Rd.

Katie Stark
Staff Writer

Pita Place drops out of college
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Naturally Perspiring
By  Mason Schoemaker

Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
The Sun Star Picks calendar is compiled weekly based on the choices of the editorial staff.

Tuesday / 13
The Pub’s weekly trivia night is 
tonight. Now that I think back on 
it, I’ve gone to trivia at The Pub... 
once. It was a decent time. Some 
questions were asked, some prizes 
were given. I had a bit too much to 
drink. No idea if  it’s still like that, but 
as I philosophically agree with the 
existence of  The Pub, I can safely say 
it’s worth checking out. Trivia starts 
at 8:30 p.m. – Spencer Tordoff / Editor-
in-Chief

Wednesday / 14
Open dance practice at Pioneer 
Park Dance Hall from 7 - 9 p.m. 
through Ballroom Dance Club 
of  Fairbanks. Get your groove on 
this Wednesday! – Sarah Manriquez / 
Photo Editor

Thursday / 15
Nanook volleyball will be playing 
Seattle Pacific University! Students 
can go support their sports team at 
7 p.m. in the Patty gym. – Zayn 
Roohi / Multimedia Editor

Friday / 16
Today has a scientific activity on 
campus for our students and locals 
with kids. The University of  
Alaska Museum of  the North is 
hosting an Early Explorers day 
from 10 a.m. - noon. Stop by with 
your children ages 5-years-old and 
under for a day of  science oriented 
arts and crafts. – Kyrie Long / Copy 
Editor

Saturday / 17
Can’t wait for Talk Like a Pirate 
Day on Sept. 19? Been listening 
to Alestorm non-stop since the 
beginning of  September? Have your 
pirate garb sitting in your closet and 
ready roll? The Howling Dog 
Saloon is having a pirate party 
this Saturday at 9:30 p.m., so get 
out there in your finest pirate 
swag, grab some grog and listen 
to Burnt Orange sing some sea 
shanties, saavy? If  that’s not your 
jam, The Probiotic Jar is putting 
on an eight hour seminar on 

fermentation and gut health at 
9 a.m. at the Wedgewood Resort 
for the low, low price of  $299. 
Which one you go to is up to you, but 
I think you know in your heart (and 
wallet) what you want to do. – Molly 
Putman / Layout Editor

Sunday / 18
Hike Angel Rocks and relax at 
Chena Hotsprings with UAF’s 
Outdoor Adventures. Angel Rocks 
is a three mile loop which passes 
through a large outcropping of  granite 
just waiting to be explored. The trip 
costs students $24 and faculty/
alumni $30. Pool passes are not 
included in the trip price. – Josh 
Hartman / Staff Writer

Monday / 19
Dance lessons! It’s $60 for 
students to attend Country 
Mondays with Amy Speeter. No 
experience needed to head down to 
the Pioneer Park Dance Center 
at 2300 Airport Way at 7 p.m. - 
Katie Stark / Staff Writer

This week’s ‘Nook on the street was compiled by Zayn Roohi / Multimedia Editor

‘Nook on the Street
This week we remember 9/11 and asked the Nanook Nation, Do you remember 

9/11? Where were you and what were you doing?

Nike Bahr, Professional Communications Buck Barbieri, Film Studies

Ashley Thornton, Foreign Languages

Adam Pfeifer, Fairbanks Community

Alex Slaymaker, Mechanical EngineeringJosh Pharris, Linguistics

“I’m from Germany, so that’s where I was… I 
remember my mom telling me that something 
bad happened, so it was all over the news in 

Germany too.”

“My roommate knocked on the door and said 
‘Hey did you know that a plane crashed into 
the World Center tower?’ and I remember my 
answer was ‘I know.’ Because the weird thing 
was is that I had a dream about it and so when 
I said ‘I know,’ it was like it didn’t surprise me.”

“I was at my cousin’s fifth birthday party.”

“I was a sophomore in high school, if  I 
remember right, and I think it was right before 
band practice we heard one of  the twin towers 
been hit… I watched them both come down 

live.”

“My mom dragged me out of  bed and showed 
me the jets doing rounds in the sky.”

“I don’t remember 9/11 itself, but I do remember 
hearing about 9/11 while I was in elementary 

school.”

Sudoku
Fill in the squares so that the numbers 
1-9 each appear once in every row, 
column, and box.

Solution 
to 8/30 
Sudoku

8 9 2 4
1 2 3 7
5 8 3

7 3 2
3 8
4 1 7

5 1 8
9 2 5 6

8 6 1 4
6 2 9 4 5 8 3 7 1
4 1 5 7 3 9 6 2 8
3 7 8 2 6 1 9 4 5
8 9 1 6 7 3 2 5 4
5 6 4 8 1 2 7 9 3
2 3 7 5 9 4 1 8 6
9 5 6 3 8 7 4 1 2
7 4 3 1 2 5 8 6 9
1 8 2 9 4 6 5 3 7
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Attention Faculty & Staff!! 
UAF Approved Printer 

Alaska Digital Printing 
For ALL your Print needs… 

 Books-Booklets-Handouts-Banners-Signs,  
Posters-Banner Stands and More. 

Quick Same-Day Turnaround 

Special UAF discounted pricing 
Free Pickup & Delivery!!! 

452-8141 

www.akdigiprint.com  

 Pick Up at the Upper Wood Center Bus Stop at 

  9am & 10:45am 
& Drop offs after each service 

    You are invited to  

Questions? Visit our Website: www.bethelchurchak.org or call: 479-4380 

This Sunday 
Worship Services: 9:15am & 11:00am   

At 1310 Farmers Loop Rd. 

Meet us on 
Sundays at 1 
p.m. in 305 
Constitution 
Hall for more 
info!

The Sun Star is 
seeking dedicated 

photographers! 

Contact:
editor@uafsunstar 

STAR
SUN

I hate socks 
because 
I prefer 
walking 

around in my 
bear feet


